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Dynamic multiaxial response of a hot-pressed aluminum nitride
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The dynamic multiaxial response of hot-pressed AlN is characterized through quasi-static uniaxial compression, dynamic uniax-
ial compression and dynamic confined compression experiments within the strain rate range of 10�3–103 s�1. Real-time visualization
shows the failure patterns change from axial splitting under uniaxial dynamic compression to shear faulting under confinement. The
compressive strength is moderately sensitive to both the confining stress and the loading rate. Post-mortem fracture surface studies
show that the dominant fracture mechanism remains transgranular fracture under all loading conditions.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Aluminum nitride (AlN), in the commonly
found wurtzite structure, is in the 6 mm point group,
with lattice parameters of a = 0.311 nm, c = 0.498 nm
and c/a = 1.6 [1]. This material has been widely used
in electronic packaging due to its large band gap
(6.2 eV), low thermal expansion, high thermal conduc-
tivity (200 W mK�1) and high melting point [2]. It has
also been considered as a potential armor material be-
cause of its low mass density (�3.26 g cm�3), high hard-
ness (�11.4 GPa [3]), relatively high Hugoniot elastic
limit (�9 GPa [4,5]) and plastic deformation under con-
fined conditions [6–9]. Further, some ballistics tests have
suggested that AlN is a good performer under high im-
pact velocities when compared to alumina, boron car-
bide, silicon carbide and titanium diboride [10].

There are two common approaches to the production
of bulk polycrystalline aluminum nitride tiles: liquid
phase pressureless sintering (“sintered AlN”) and hot
pressing (“hot-pressed AlN”). Sintered AlN generally
contains a second phase, the sintering aid, which is
added during the manufacturing process to provide ra-
pid densification without the need for any external pres-
sure [11], while a smaller amount of a sintering aid is
added during hot pressing, which requires external
pressure during the compaction process. These two
manufacturing process can lead to very different initial
1359-6462/$ - see front matter � 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by El
doi:10.1016/j.scriptamat.2011.12.037
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defect structures inside the material, resulting in varied
mechanical responses.

Over the past decade, several studies have been con-
ducted to understand the mechanical response of AlN.
This response has been studied through quasi-static uni-
axial compression for both sintered and hot-pressed AlN
[3,6,7,12], quasi-static triaxial compression for hot-
pressed AlN [6], dynamic uniaxial compression for both
sintered and hot-pressed AlN [3,7,12], dynamic triaxial
confined compression at moderate confining pressures
(less than 230 MPa) for sintered AlN [12], dynamic pla-
nar confinement experiments for sintered AlN [7], and
plate impact experiments for hot-pressed AlN [13–15].
However, there is little confined dynamic work on hot--
pressed AlN with a confining stress higher than
0.5 GPa. Confined dynamic experiments are of great
interest because they provide a way to study mechanical
response under the high strain rates and multiaxial stress
states that develop in impact events. Further, few have
explored the fracture mechanisms of hot-pressed AlN
under different loading conditions [3], which is closely
tied to the multiaxial mechanical response.

In this study, hot-pressed AlN samples were sub-
jected to uniaxial quasi-static compression, uniaxial
dynamic compression and confined dynamic compres-
sion, with high-speed real-time visualization in the latter
two conditions. Post-mortem scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) analysis was then used to study the fracture
mechanisms that operated under the different loading
conditions.
sevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Hot-pressed AlN tile, with an average grain size of
4 lm, was provided by CoorsTek Vista. Figure 1(a)
shows a representative transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) micrograph of the as-received hot-pressed AlN,
demonstrating no second phases along the grain bound-
aries or at triple junctions. For comparison purposes,
Figure 1(b) shows a typical TEM micrograph of the
as-received sintered AlN [7] provided by Dow Chemical,
demonstrating that a number of the grain boundaries
and triple junctions are occupied by second phases.
These microstructural differences contribute to the dif-
ferent mechanical responses and corresponding fracture
mechanisms between these two materials, as will be dis-
cussed next. The theoretical density of hot-pressed AlN
is 3.26 g cm�3 and the measured density is 3.24 g cm�3,
giving a measured density to theoretical density ratio
of 0.994. Cuboid samples were machined from the as-re-
ceived material, resulting in sample dimensions of
3.5 mm � 4.0 mm � 5.3 mm, with the loading direction
along the 5.3 mm axis. The parallelism tolerance of the
loading surface was within 3 lm.

The rest of this manuscript focuses on the results on
this hot-pressed AlN. Detailed descriptions of all the
experimental techniques can be found elsewhere [7].

Quasi-static uniaxial compression experiments were
conducted at a nominal strain rate of 10�3 s�1 on a ser-
vo-hydraulic MTS machine. Compressive strength is de-
fined as the peak stress that is sustained by the specimen
during the controlled rate experiments. The average
compressive strength is about 2.6 GPa and images cap-
tured during the tests indicate crack growth is mainly
along the principal compressive loading direction, con-
sistent with the classical wing-crack model [16,17].

Dynamic uniaxial compression experiments were
conducted on a Kolsky bar [7]. The stress history with
high-speed photographs is not shown. The nominal
strain rate is of the order of 103 s�1, six orders of mag-
nitude greater than that under quasi-static compression.
The failures are generally initiated at the corners, then
horizontal cracks are formed and cross the whole sample
along the loading direction, leading to axial splitting,
similar to that of sintered AlN under dynamic uniaxial
compression [7]. The velocity of the horizontal crack
in hot-pressed AlN is of the order of 2500 m s�1, while
the Rayleigh wave speed in this material is 5820 m s�1

(i.e. the cracks are moving at P�0.43cR). This observed
crack velocity is larger than that observed in sintered
AlN (�1500 m s�1 [7]). The development of axial cracks
has been widely modeled through the wing-crack mech-
anism, and it is known that the growth dynamics has a
strong effect on the compressive strength and strain rate
Figure 1. TEM micrographs of as-received (a) hot-pressed AlN and
(b) sintered AlN.
sensitivity under uniaxial stress loading [18,19]. After the
compressive strength is reached, substantial lateral dila-
tion due to axial crack opening is also observed. The
cracks interact and coalesce to form fragments, some
of which are so fine that they form a powder.

A comparison of our results on the compressive
strength of this hot-pressed AlN (normalized by the
average quasi-static strength) as a function of log strain
rate is presented in Figure 2, together with the data
available in the literature [3,7,12]. Like many other
ceramics [19–23], our results show an increase in
strength when deformed at strain rates above 102 s�1,
although our results show a smaller increase. This rate
dependence has been addressed through several models
[18,19,24–27], most of which appeal the inertia associ-
ated with dynamic crack growth. Note that care must
be taken into account for experimental artifacts [28,29].

Figure 2 also shows that the strength-rate dependenc-
es of AlN from different sources are different. This is
likely due to the different microstructural internal de-
fects, such as grain boundaries, triple junctions, second
phases, pores and inclusions, associated with the differ-
ent manufacturing processes. The rate-dependent behav-
ior is intimately related to the pre-existing distribution
of defects in ceramics, since they control the nucleation,
growth and interaction of microcracks [18]. The density
of the defects influences the apparent transition strain
rate as well as the strengths that can be achieved. It is
possible that our experiments here are all below the
transition strain rate for this particular material.

Confined dynamic experiments were also conducted
on a modified Kolsky bar by incorporating a pair of
T-block-shaped fixtures to apply a confining stress.
The confinement is applied along one principal axis of
the cuboidal specimen and the dynamic loading direc-
tion is along a second principal axis, while the third
principal direction is traction free to allow visualization
of the real-time failure process [30]. Note that the con-
fining stress is first applied in a quasi-static manner,
and the dynamic compressive load is subsequently
superimposed. A representative result of a dynamic con-
fined experiment with a confining stress of 320 MPa and
a nominal strain rate on the order of 10�3 s�1 on this
hot-pressed AlN is presented in Figure 3. Both the stress
history (stress along the dynamic loading direction) and
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Figure 2. Normalized compressive strength of sintered AlN [7,12] and
hot-pressed AlN ([3] and this work) as a function of log strain rate. The
compressive strength is normalized by the average quasi-static strength
of the corresponding material: sintered AlN [7], 3.2 GPa; sintered AlN
[12], 2.5 GPa; hot-pressed AlN [3], 2.8 GPa; hot-pressed AlN, 2.6 GPa.
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Figure 3. Stress history and high-speed camera images of confined
dynamic compression with a confining stress of 320 MPa. (i) The inset
shows the loading condition. (ii) The titanium alloy cushions (to evenly
distribute the confining stress) can be clearly seen above and below the
specimen in each frame.
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the corresponding high-speed photographs are shown.
The compressive strength is around 3.4 GPa, implying
that confinement increases the strength. The high-speed
photographs each have an exposure time of 350 ns, and
the interframe time is 2 ls. These images show a signif-
icant change in the specimen failure process, in which no
horizontal cracks are seen, but shear-dominated failure
zones are observed in the specimen. The grey region
(the red arrow) in the first three frames is believed to
be the lubricant being squeezed out during the loading.
An evident failure zone is first observed in frame 4, as
indicated by the blue arrow, corresponding to a stress
of about 2.5 GPa. With increasing loading, failure zones
consecutively nucleate from all the corners till frame 7,
which corresponds to the peak strength. The failure
zone propagation direction is mainly along the shear
direction instead of being aligned with the maximum
principal loading direction. In frame 8, the failure zones
coalesce with each other to form a continuous failure re-
gion. However, no horizontal cracks are observed in any
of these frames, in contrast to the unconfined case. The
presence of the confining stress appears to have dramat-
ically changed the failure mode by suppressing the axial
splitting and activating a shear-dominated failure mode.
This failure mode transition was discussed in previous
studies [7,12,17,31], but this is the first time that the
shear-dominant failure pattern under confined dynamic
loading condition has been visualized in situ. Similar
shear-dominant failure patterns are also observed under
a confining stress of 780 MPa.

The measured compressive strength of our dynamic
confined experiments are plotted as a function of applied
confining stress in Figure 4, along with the available
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Figure 4. Confining stress effects under dynamic loading with a strain
rate of �103 s�1.
sintered AlN data that considers confinement [7,12].
The dashed lines are the linear fit of the data. Note that
in the current study and in Hu et al. [7] the confined state
is one of planar confinement, while Chen and Ravichan-
dran [12] used a sleeve-based shrink-fit technique. Under
the confined dynamic loading condition, our results for
hot-pressed AlN show that the compressive strengths in-
crease consistently with increasing confining stress. This
increase in strength is likely because the confining stress
suppresses the initiation/development of wing cracks
(by decreasing the stress intensity factor at the wing-
crack tip) [25,32]. We note that Chen and Ravichan-
dran’s [12] circumferential confinement data appear to
be much more sensitivity to the confining stress than
our planar confinement results. This can be explained
by the difference in stress states between the two experi-
mental techniques. Circumferential confinement corre-
sponds to a triaxial stress state, while our planar
confinement is essentially a biaxial stress state, having
the possibility of stress relaxation due to lack of con-
straint along the direction of visualization. This stress
relaxation perhaps results in the reduced sensitivity to
the confining stress. Further, the planar confinement
technique involves a different effect of the loading path
on the mechanical response. The initial application of
the confining stress can lead to the growth of some of
the pre-existing defects in the material, so that the dy-
namic loading pulse perceives a material with a different
defect distribution from the virgin material. Because of
the globally compressive stress state, these cracks are typ-
ically of the wing-crack type, and have stress intensity
factors that decrease with crack growth [16]; hence, the
initial crack growth is stable. This weakening mechanism
associated with the quasi-static preload and stress relax-
ation works against the hardening mechanism associated
with the confinement, so we should not expect as much
strengthening from the planar confinement experiment
as would be expected from a triaxial experiment.

The results for sintered AlN [7] under dynamic planar
confined loading are also plotted in Figure 4. Since these
experiments were conducted using the same technique,
we expect to see a slight increase in strength with confin-
ing stress. However, in contrast to the hot-pressed AlN,
the compressive strength of sintered AlN appears to be
insensitive to the confining stress, or even decreases
slightly as the confining stress increases. We strongly be-
lieve that the different mechanical responses between the
sintered and hot-pressed AlN under dynamic planar
confined loading are due to the different initial defect
distributions resulting from the manufacturing pro-
cesses, as is partially shown in Figure 1.

Multiple fragments obtained after various experi-
ments were examined by SEM to identify the fracture
mechanisms. The fracture surfaces of fragments devel-
oped during uniaxial quasi-static (_e � 10�3s�1) loading
show primarily transgranular fracture, leaving a rela-
tively smooth fracture surface. The competition between
intergranular fracture and transgranular fracture is gov-
erned [33,34] by for transgranular fracture.

GInt
s

GTra
s

<
CIT

C
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C
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The quantities GInt
S and GTra

S are the energy release rates
of the intergranular and transgranular crack tips, while
CIT

C and CAIN
C are the fracture toughnesses of the grain

boundaries and the AlN grain. Compared to sintered
AlN, hot-pressed AlN has no second phases along grain
boundaries (as verified by SEM and TEM, Fig. 1), and it
is quite possible that the grain boundary strength is
comparable to the AlN grain strength. When the qua-
si-static toughness ratio between these two quantities is
close to 1, the incoming crack tends to penetrate
through the grains instead of kinking along the grain
boundaries, resulting in transgranular fracture. How-
ever, there are some other materials, such as spinel
[35], alumina [36] and sintered AlN [8], for which an
intergranular failure mode was observed to be dominant
under quasi-static loading. This is because these materi-
als have either weak interfaces or second phases along
the grain boundaries (which tend to be weaker than
the grain itself [11]). In the current hot-pressed AlN,
even under the quasi-static loading condition, the trans-
granular failure mode is dominant.

The typical fracture surfaces of fragments recovered
after uniaxial dynamic compression (strain rates on the
order of 103 s�1) also show that the transgranular frac-
ture mode is dominant. This observation agrees with
experimental observations in another hot-pressed AlN
system [3] and recent modeling work [37]. Under dy-
namic loading, the fracture mechanism competition is
governed by the competition between the dynamic frac-
ture toughness ratio and the dynamic energy release rate
of the grain boundaries and the grains, similar to Eq.
(1), but all the terms are crack velocity dependent. The
grain boundary interface toughness will generally in-
crease as a function of crack velocity due to a micro-
branching mechanism along the grain boundary, while
the toughness of the grain is generally independent of
crack velocity below a critical crack speed [38]. There-
fore, during dynamic loading, it is even harder for the
crack to kink along the grain boundaries, making trans-
granular fracture the preferred fracture mode. This
transgranular fracture-dominant mode under impact
loading conditions has also been observed in Al2O3

and SiCw/Al2O3 [39].
Finally, the typical fracture surfaces from the frag-

ments recovered from confined dynamic experiments
(with strain rates of the order of 103 s�1, with 320 and
780 MPa confining stresses) are also transgranular frac-
ture dominant. This suggests that the confining stress
has little effect on the fracture mode for hot-pressed
AlN, while it has a significant effect on the sintered
AlN system (through the second phase) [8]. The compe-
tition between intergranular and transgranular fracture
as functions of loading rate and confining stress has
been discussed elsewhere [8].

This work was performed under the auspices of
the Center for Advanced Metallic and Ceramic Systems
at the Johns Hopkins University, supported by the
Army Research Laboratory under the REDCOM-
ACQ-CTR Cooperative Agreement No. W911NF-06-
2-0006.
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